Subject Headings for History 87: Atlantic Slave Trade

The assignment is:

What was the impact of The Atlantic Slave Trade from 1500-1800? Three primary sources must be used and NO internet sources.

Primary Sources Subject Headings:

Archives
Autobiography
Correspondence
Diaries
Interviews
Laws
Memoirs
Personal Narratives (or the word ‘narrative’ in the title of a book, usually)
Slaves’ Writings
Sources (this is the main subject heading for primary sources)
Treaties

Look for books with the following subject headings:

Slave trade (Start browsing at this subject heading and make sure you use subjects having to do with the ATLANTIC. Some examples follow.)
Slave trade—Africa—History
Slave trade—America—History
Slave trade—History
Slaveholders
Slavery—Africa
Slavery—America (browse for more)
Slavery—Brazil
Slavery—Central America
Slavery—History
Slavery—Mexico—History
Slavery—Peru
Slavery—United States
Slavery—United States—History
Slavery—United States—History 18th century
Slavery—United States—History—Colonial period
Slaves (browse for more)
(Also search for any important individual associated by with the Atlantic slave trade.)